A FAMILY BUILD ITS FANTASY HOUSE OFF THE GRID

A GATSBY-WORTHY NORTH SHORE VILLA

A NEWTON COLONIAL, FROM TIRED TO INSPIRED

10 TIPS TO MAKE YOUR HOME A DREAM HOME

ALSO INSIDE

Sailing Solo Around the World

The Real Crime? Endorsing Dianne Wilkerson

Perfect Side Dishes for Thanksgiving

HOT TOPIC Chris Anderson and Anna Von Mertens, with daughter Hayden, went "uber-efficient" in their New Hampshire home.
THE FIND

High Rolling

LUGGAGE THAT WILL SURVIVE THE HOLIDAYS WITH YOU.

A jet-set life this time of year is often more tussle and hassle than glitz and glam. Even for your bags. But a suitcase that melds function and fashion? That’s too good to be true – or it was. Bree’s Dallas line of luggage, available at Passport in Cambridge, is wrapped in ultratough waterproof industrial felt, which means it won’t tear with wear. The 22-inch suitcase ($230) has a sunny yellow interior that cinches shut like a laundry bag, ensuring that the things you pack don’t make their debut on the wrong kind of runway. – Marni Elyse Katz

PASSPORT
43 Brattle Street, Cambridge,
617-576-0900